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Cluster density profiles: galaxies

  Bahcall Bahcall ARA&AARA&A
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Cluster density profiles: galaxies

  Carlberg Carlberg et al 1997:et al 1997:
15 CNOC clusters15 CNOC clusters
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Physical processes:
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Physical processes: crossing time

 Galaxies in the outer regions of clusters have not crossed once. Galaxies in the outer regions of clusters have not crossed once.
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 Galaxies relax faster the larger their mass and Galaxies relax faster the larger their mass and  the higher the galaxythe higher the galaxy
densitydensity
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Physical processes: collision time
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Physical processes: ICG Cooling time
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Physical process: Disk Galaxies

Collisions and InteractionsCollisions and Interactions
•• Response of Response of  a galaxya galaxy  depends on internal structure and encounter speeddepends on internal structure and encounter speed

••  Fast encounter: moderate, disk-wide responseFast encounter: moderate, disk-wide response
••  Slow encounter: instabilities that result in strong nuclear activitySlow encounter: instabilities that result in strong nuclear activity

••  Tidal effects of cluster potentialTidal effects of cluster potential
••  Strip off warm halo gasStrip off warm halo gas

••  Ram pressure strippingRam pressure stripping
••PPram ram ~ ~ density_gas density_gas v^2 galaxyv^2 galaxy
••  infalling infalling galaxies create shock wavegalaxies create shock wave
•• strips gas out of halo and disk strips gas out of halo and disk

! 

PRAM " #gasV 2
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Physical process: Group environment

  Infalling Infalling groups maygroups may  be the site of muchbe the site of much  interactioninteraction
•• Low velocity encounters more important Low velocity encounters more important
••  substructure in X-ray mapssubstructure in X-ray maps

 BUT REPEATED fast encounters in CLUSTERS can drive strong BUT REPEATED fast encounters in CLUSTERS can drive strong
response in galaxiesresponse in galaxies

••  galaxy harassmentgalaxy harassment
••  harassment is important only for low-luminosity galaxiesharassment is important only for low-luminosity galaxies
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Quilis et al (2000)

•• Disk of spiral galaxy Disk of spiral galaxy
••Diffuse ICMDiffuse ICM
••Milky Way like galaxyMilky Way like galaxy
••Ram pressure and turbulentRam pressure and turbulent
and viscous strippingand viscous stripping
••All HI stripped inAll HI stripped in    0.1 0.1 GyrGyr

••Depends on details of theDepends on details of the
simulationsimulation
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Physical process: Disk Galaxies

 Strangulation of star-formation Strangulation of star-formation
••  Infalling Infalling spirals have the warm gas in their outer halos stripped off byspirals have the warm gas in their outer halos stripped off by
tidal interaction with the cluster potential.tidal interaction with the cluster potential.
•• Slowly starves star formation. Slowly starves star formation.
••BaloghBalogh, Navarro, Morris 2000, , Navarro, Morris 2000, Diaferio Diaferio et al 2001.et al 2001.
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The colour-magnitude relation in clusters

  E/S0 galaxies form aE/S0 galaxies form a
tight red sequencetight red sequence

There are alsoThere are also
galaxies that scattergalaxies that scatter

to bluer colorsto bluer colors

Lopez-Cruz (1999)Lopez-Cruz (1999)
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The field galaxy population is evolving
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The Local Morphology-Density Relation

  Dressler  Dressler  (1980)(1980)
  Dressler Dressler et al (1997)et al (1997)

There exists a well-defined relation between theThere exists a well-defined relation between the
local galaxy density (local galaxy density (or cluster-centric radiusor cluster-centric radius) and) and
the mix of morphological typesthe mix of morphological types

In high-density regions the population is dominatedIn high-density regions the population is dominated
by by ellipticalsellipticals, in low density regions, spirals., in low density regions, spirals.

Alternatively:Alternatively:

Near the cluster center the population is dominatedNear the cluster center the population is dominated
byby ellipticals ellipticals, in the outer regions, spirals., in the outer regions, spirals.
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The morphology-density relation in local clusters

 Dressler   Dressler  19801980
  Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

The effect was discovered as a morphology-radiusThe effect was discovered as a morphology-radius
relation in clusters by relation in clusters by Melnick Melnick & & Sargent Sargent (1977)(1977)

For For ““irregularirregular”” clumpy clusters, the effect was absent clumpy clusters, the effect was absent
but it is difficult to define the cluster center in thesebut it is difficult to define the cluster center in these
cases.cases.

Dressler Dressler (1980) looked for the correlation with local(1980) looked for the correlation with local
galaxy densitygalaxy density

 The primacy of either the morphology-density relation or  the The primacy of either the morphology-density relation or  the
morphology-radius relation continues to be debated (e.g., Whitmoremorphology-radius relation continues to be debated (e.g., Whitmore
et al (1991,1993)et al (1991,1993)
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The morphology-density relation

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

HOW YOU DO ITHOW YOU DO IT

Visual classification of galaxies to some magnitude limit (Visual classification of galaxies to some magnitude limit (MvMv= - 20)= - 20)

Select comparable cluster areas at high and lowSelect comparable cluster areas at high and low redshift redshift

Make a morphologically-dependent field galaxy correctionMake a morphologically-dependent field galaxy correction

Determine distance to 10th nearest galaxy, then compute areaDetermine distance to 10th nearest galaxy, then compute area

and projected density in galaxies /and projected density in galaxies /MpcMpc^2^2
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The morphology-density relation in local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997
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The morphology-radius relation at z = 0.2-0.5 : CNOC

Schade et al 2001Schade et al 2001

Ellipticals

Disks

Int.(~S0)
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The morphology-density relation in groups

Postman and Geller (1984)Postman and Geller (1984)

The morphology-density relation extends toThe morphology-density relation extends to
groups of galaxiesgroups of galaxies

Morphological segregation is also seen in theMorphological segregation is also seen in the
local group.local group.
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The morphology-density relation in local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997
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The morphological content of clusters

Oemler Oemler (1974) classified cluster galaxies and found that there (1974) classified cluster galaxies and found that there 
exist spiral-rich, spiral-poor, and exist spiral-rich, spiral-poor, and cD cD clusters, a continuous range clusters, a continuous range 
of cluster typesof cluster types

 There are concentrated, regular clusters, and irregular clusters  There are concentrated, regular clusters, and irregular clusters 
without well-defined centers.without well-defined centers.

 There exists a wide range in cluster populations. (In contrast There exists a wide range in cluster populations. (In contrast
to to ellipticals ellipticals where one cluster is the same as another.)where one cluster is the same as another.)
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The morphology-density relation for all clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

Z=0Z=0 Z=0.5Z=0.5
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The morphology-density (T-Σ) relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

Surprise:Surprise:

There exists no morphology-density relation in the full HSTThere exists no morphology-density relation in the full HST
sample at z=0.5 with the exception of the highest densitysample at z=0.5 with the exception of the highest density
bins where there is an excess of elliptical galaxies.bins where there is an excess of elliptical galaxies.
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The morphology-density (T-Σ) relation at z=0.5

Try breaking the sample into sub-samples of :Try breaking the sample into sub-samples of :

  a)a) high-concentration regular clusters and high-concentration regular clusters and

  b)b) low-concentration irregular clusters low-concentration irregular clusters
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The morphology-density relation in local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

Regular clustersRegular clusters Irregular clustersIrregular clusters
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The morphology-density relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

Regular clustersRegular clusters Irregular clustersIrregular clusters
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The morphology-density local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

Regular clustersRegular clusters Irregular clustersIrregular clusters
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The morphology-density (T-Σ) relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

There is a There is a systematic shift to higher densitiessystematic shift to higher densities in the high- in the high-redshiftredshift
sample. This reflects the fact that these high-sample. This reflects the fact that these high-redshift redshift clusters areclusters are
richer than the typical clusters in the low-richer than the typical clusters in the low-redshift redshift sample. However,sample. However,
there is considerable overlap in density (75% of the galaxies lie inthere is considerable overlap in density (75% of the galaxies lie in
the same range of projected density).the same range of projected density).

 If local density is truly the controlling factor in the morphology- If local density is truly the controlling factor in the morphology-
density relation then this is irrelevant. If global cluster properties (fordensity relation then this is irrelevant. If global cluster properties (for
example cluster richness) are important then the systematic differenceexample cluster richness) are important then the systematic difference
between the cluster samples could be a severe problem.between the cluster samples could be a severe problem.
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The morphology-density local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997Ellipticals

E E
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The morphology-density relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997
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The morphology-density local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997Spirals

Sp Sp

Regular Irregular
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The morphology-density relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997Spirals
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Regular Irregular
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The morphology-density local clusters

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997S0

S0 S0

Regular Irregular
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The morphology-density relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997S0

S0 S0

Regular Irregular
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Evolution of the morphology-density relation

Dressler Dressler et al (1997)et al (1997)

••  In local clusters there is a well-defined relationship between local density  In local clusters there is a well-defined relationship between local density
((clustercentric clustercentric radius) and population fractions of E/S0/Sp+radius) and population fractions of E/S0/Sp+Irr Irr galaxies. Thegalaxies. The
relation is identical (similar) for rich, regular, highly-concentrated clustersrelation is identical (similar) for rich, regular, highly-concentrated clusters
and for irregular clusters which are not highly concentratedand for irregular clusters which are not highly concentrated

•• At z=0.5 there is a well-defined morphology-density relation for the rich, At z=0.5 there is a well-defined morphology-density relation for the rich,
highly-concentrated clusters but NOT for irregular clusters.highly-concentrated clusters but NOT for irregular clusters.

Perhaps dynamical processes which produce the relation take place earliestPerhaps dynamical processes which produce the relation take place earliest
in the densest systems.in the densest systems.
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Evolution of the morphology-density relation

Dressler Dressler et al (1997)et al (1997)

•• In every cluster the fraction of  In every cluster the fraction of ellipticals ellipticals is as large as at is as large as at low-redshiftlow-redshift

••  The S0 fractions at z = 0.5 are 2-3 times smallerThe S0 fractions at z = 0.5 are 2-3 times smaller

•• The spiral fractions are larger The spiral fractions are larger

InterpretationInterpretation

•• The elliptical population is in place and probably predates  The elliptical population is in place and probably predates virializationvirialization
••  The spiral population provides a reservoir of galaxies which mustThe spiral population provides a reservoir of galaxies which must

undergo a morphological transformation to produce S0s in present-dayundergo a morphological transformation to produce S0s in present-day
clustersclusters

    This is the This is the ““S0 ProblemS0 Problem””
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The morphology-density relation at z=0.5

Dressler Dressler et al 1997et al 1997

The morphology-density relationThe morphology-density relation
for for ““asymmetricasymmetric”” galaxies follows galaxies follows
the trend seen for S0s.the trend seen for S0s.

Suggests these evolve into S0sSuggests these evolve into S0s
rather than rather than ellipticalsellipticals..
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Evolution of the morphology-density relation

Dressler Dressler et al (1997)et al (1997)

•• The population fractions for ASYMMETRIC galaxies follows the  The population fractions for ASYMMETRIC galaxies follows the 

same relation as the S0ssame relation as the S0s

••The asymmetric or interacting population are unlikely to produceThe asymmetric or interacting population are unlikely to produce

elliptical galaxies but rather S0selliptical galaxies but rather S0s
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The morphology-radius relation at z = 0.2-0.5 : CNOC

Schade et al 2001Schade et al 2001
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The morphological content of clusters

Oemler Oemler (1974) classified cluster galaxies and found that there(1974) classified cluster galaxies and found that there
exist spiral-rich, spiral-poor, and exist spiral-rich, spiral-poor, and cD cD clusters, a continuousclusters, a continuous
rangerange
of cluster typesof cluster types

 There are concentrated, regular clusters, and irregular clusters There are concentrated, regular clusters, and irregular clusters
without well-defined centers.without well-defined centers.

  There exists a wide range in clusterThere exists a wide range in cluster
populations. (In contrast to populations. (In contrast to ellipticals ellipticals wherewhere
one cluster is the same as another.)one cluster is the same as another.)
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